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Off-site Improvement Summary  

 As part of the approval of the Maple Hill subdivision with the requested waivers, Applicant will perform the 
below described off-site improvements.  These off-site improvements will be designed and constructed by 
the Applicant subject to receipt of all necessary rights, easements, permits and approvals, including the 
Town negotiating and obtaining the necessary easements and rights-of-entry to allow for the construction of 
the following off-site improvements.    

1. Maple Street Sight Distance Improvements – Work that is shown on the plan entitled 
“Maple Street Stopping Sight Distance Study Plan” by Vanasse & Associates, Inc. dated 
9/16/2020.  The work will be completed prior to the issuance of any building permits for 
Phase 2 of the Project.  Said phasing is as shown on Sheet 2 of the Maple Hill definitive 
plan.    

 
2. Kimberlee Avenue/Bridal Path Traffic Calming – Work that is shown on Figures 1-4 

as attachments to the letter to the Franklin Planning Board from Vanasse & Associates, 
Inc. dated September 21, 2020. The work includes traffic calming measures along both 
Kimberlee Avenue and Bridal Path that will include the installation of mountable mini 
roundabouts at the three (3) intersections along Bridal Path (Surrey Way, Phaeton Lane 
and Steeplechase Lane) and within the cul-de-sac at the current terminus of Kimberlee 
Avenue.  The work will be commenced no later than the issuance of the first building 
permit for Phase 3 and will be completed prior to the issuance of the 57th building permit 
for the permit.  The intent is to retain 1 lot under the subdivision covenant until all of the 
work is completed.    

  

3. Bridal Path Overlay – Mill and overlay Bridle Path to a depth of  
1-1/2” in accordance with MassDOT Specification Section 415 & Section 450, not 
including any repair or replacement of curbing or structures.  The work will be 
completed prior to the issuance of the 57th building permit for the permit.  The intent is 
to retain 1 lot under the subdivision covenant until all of the work is completed.    

The Applicant shall file for approval of said off-site improvements with the DPW Director and any other 
Town Board, Committee or Official the application(s) or request(s) for approval required to obtain the 
necessary permits and approvals for construction of each of the above described improvements.  If the 
DPW Director or any other Town Board, Committee or Official does not approve the filed application or 
request for approval within sixty (60) days of filing said application or request for approval, then said 
improvement shall thereafter not be required to be constructed by the Applicant and no building permits will 
be withheld and no lots will be retained under the subdivision covenant because said improvement has not 
been commenced or completed.  

If necessary easements or rights of entry to allow for the construction of any of the above described 
improvements are not obtained by the Town within sixty (60) days of the DPW Director’s approval of the 
application for said improvement, then said improvement shall thereafter not be required to be constructed 
by the Applicant and no building permits will be withheld and no lots will be retained under the subdivision 
covenant because said improvement has not been commenced or completed.  
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If circumstances beyond the control of the Applicant delays the commencement or completion of any of the 
above described improvements so that building permits would otherwise not be issued, then the Planning 
Board shall upon request of the Applicant review this Approval and consider modifications to this Approval 
to allow the Applicant to be issued building permits so that Applicant may continue building and so that the 
improvements to be completed.  Any such filed request for modification shall not be unreasonably denied 
by the Planning Board upon consideration of all the facts and circumstances. 

 

  

 
 





TOWN OF FRANKLIN 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

Franklin Municipal Building 
257 Fisher Street 

Franklin, MA 02038-3026 

 
 
 
 
November 24, 2020 
 
Mr. Anthony Padula, Chairman 
Members of the Franklin Planning Board 
355 East Central Street 
Franklin, MA 02038 
 
RE:  Definitive Subdivision –Maple Hill, Maple St 
 
Dear Mr. Chairman and Members: 
 
We have reviewed the revised materials for the subject project and offer the following 
comments: 
 

1. In our previous review of the proposed off-site traffic improvements we 
recommended that if the project is to be approved, construction of those 
improvements by the developer should be a condition of the approval. 

 
2. The plan and typical section call out for vertical granite curb, however there is a 

detail showing sloped granite edging. We recommend replacing the sloped granite 
edging detail with one for vertical granite curb to avoid confusion. 
 

3. The developer should construct the sidewalk connections from where the existing 
sidewalks on Kimberlee Ave and Bridle Path end and the proposed sidewalk 
within the subdivision begins to ensure a continuous path. As currently shown, 
there will be gaps in the sidewalk within the existing cul-de-sac areas. 
 

4. As noted in previous comments, we recommend a maximum pavement width of 
28 feet as opposed to the proposed 32 foot wide pavement. 

 
Should you have any questions or require additional information, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Michael Maglio, P.E. 
Town Engineer 



 

 

 

BETA GROUP, INC. 
315 Norwood Park South, 2nd Floor, Norwood, MA 02062 
P: 781.255.1982 | F: 781.255.1974 | W: www.BETA-Inc.com 

November 30, 2020 
 
Mr. Anthony Padula, Chairman 
Franklin Planning Board 
355 East Central Street 
Franklin, MA 02038   
 
Re: Maple Hill Subdivision 

Peer Review Update 
  

Dear Mr. Padula: 
 
BETA Group, Inc. continues to provide engineering peer review services for the proposed Definitive Plan 
application entitled “Maple Hill” located in Franklin, Massachusetts. This letter is provided to update findings, 
comments and recommendations. 

BASIS OF REVIEW 
The following documents were received by BETA and formed the basis of the review: 

• Plans (40 Sheets) entitled Maple Hill, dated December 15, 2019, revised through October 22, 2020, 
prepared by Bay Colony Group, Inc. of Foxborough, MA 

• Definitive Plan application, including: 
o Cover letter 
o Form C 
o Form R 
o Filing Fee 
o Certificates of Ownership 
o Certified Abutters List 

• Drainage Analysis, dated January 10, 2020, revised through October, 2020, prepared by prepared by 
Bay Colony Group. 

Review by BETA included the above items along with the following, as applicable: 

• Site Visit 

• Zoning Chapter 185 From the Code of the Town of Franklin, current through October 2019 

• Zoning Map of the Town of Franklin, Massachusetts, attested to April 30, 2019 

• Stormwater Management Chapter 153 From the Code of the Town of Franklin, Adopted              
May 2, 2007 

• Subdivision Regulations Chapter 300 From the Code of the Town of Franklin, current through 
January 1, 2016 

• Wetlands Protection Chapter 181 From the Code of the Town of Franklin, dated August 20, 1997 

• Town of Franklin Best Development Practices Guidebook, dated September 2016 
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INTRODUCTION 
The project site includes three parcels encompassing 73.3 acres located east of Maple Street in the Town 
of Franklin (the “Site”). Parcel 234-12 includes a large wooded area between Maple Street and High Ridge 
Circle containing a network of trails. Parcel 242-27 includes a wooded area abutting Kimberlee Avenue. 
Parcel 235-142 is developed with rural and residential uses, though all proposed development on this lot 
is within the undeveloped southeast corner. All three parcels and the surrounding region are within the 
Rural Residential II zoning district. The Site is not located within the Water Resource District. 
 
Topography at the Site is moderate, sloping away from an elevated area within parcel 234-12 in all 
directions. Most of the Site is graded to the west towards an intermittent stream and associated bordering 
vegetated wetlands. The Site is not located within a FEMA-mapped 100-year flood zone, an NHESP-
mapped estimated habitat of rare or endangered species, or any other critical area. Protected open space 
abuts the project to the northwest.  
 
NRCS soil maps indicate the presence of three soil types that represent most of the Site. The northwesterly 
portion of the Site is listed as Montauk fine sandy loam with a Hydrologic Soil Group (HSG) rating of C (low 
infiltration potential). The northeasterly and central portions, comprising the largest area of the Site, is 
listed as Hollis-Rock outcrop-Charlton complex with HSG D (very low infiltration potential).  The southern 
portion is listed as Charlton fine sandy loam with HSG B (moderate infiltration potential). A limited area 
in the south of the Site is listed as Charlton-Hollis-Rock outcrop complex and has an unrated HSG. 
 
The project proposes to construct a 58-lot residential subdivision. Each lot will be developed with a 4-
bedroom home and a septic system. The development will include the construction of 32’ wide paved 
roadways via the extension of Kimberlee Avenue by 3,735 ft. and Bridle Path by 3,529 ft. Associated site 
development includes paved driveways, water and private utilities, landscaping, and grading. Stormwater 
management is proposed through the creation of six drainage lots which will include the construction of 
six infiltration basins. Runoff will be conveyed to these basins via catch basin connections.   

FINDINGS, COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

GENERAL COMMENTS 

G1. Add Structures and Structures plus Paving criteria to Zoning Dimensional Requirements. BCG: See 
Cover Sheet. BETA2: Information provided – issue resolved. 

G2. Revise the plot style of the proposed contours within and adjacent to the roadway to be more 
legible. BCG Proposed contours have been made darker (Sheets 14-24). BETA2: Plot style revised 
– issue revised. 

G3. Depict the limit of tree clearing on the plans. BCG: The limit of tree clearing is shown on Sheet 39. 
We have added conceptual limits of clearing and notations re erosion control for each of the homes 
with the notation that it is notional until actual house designs are prepared. BETA2: Information 
provided – issue resolved. 

G4. At the initial public hearing the designer indicated they would explore the option of providing 
the construction access for the project directly from Maple Street. Provide and update on this 
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consideration. BETA2: The designer has indicated that they will not be providing access to the 
project from Maple Street – no further comment. 

ZONING 

The project is located within the Rural Residential II zoning district zoning district, generally intended for 
single-family residential uses in a rural and semirural environment. The proposed use as a subdivision 
complies with this objective. 

SCHEDULE OF LOT, AREA, FRONTAGE, YARD AND HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS (§185 ATTACHMENT 9) 

As proposed, each subdivided lot complies with minimum lot area, frontage, width; front, rear, and side 
yard dimensions; and maximum impervious coverage of structures and structures plus paving. It is 
assumed that proposed structures will comply with building height requirements. 

SC1. Lots 2, 18, and 34-30 do not meet the required lot depth as defined in §185-3. BCG: After 
discussion with the Building Commissioner it was determined that Lots 2 and 24 are considered 
corner lots with no rear lot line and thus no lot depth. Lot 18 has been swapped with Drainage 
Parcel F and complies with the lot depth interpretation (Sheet 8). Lots 24-30 have either been 
confirmed to be 200’ deep or have been revised to that depth (Sheets 9-11). BETA2: Lots revised 
to comply with dimensional regulations – issue resolved. 

SC2. Revise the dimensions of the frontage lines for Lot 53 to exclude the length associated with the 
easement. BCG: The lot frontage has been labelled to clearly show 150’ of frontage (Sheet 12). 
BETA2: Clarification provided – issue resolved. 

SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

S1. Clarify and provide distinction between the existing and proposed lot lines throughout the project 
area. The existing lot line at the rear of Lot 5 appears to terminate unexpectedly. BCG: The area 
that is unclear is to the rear of Lots 5, 6, and Drainage Parcel C and the existing and proposed have 
been labelled (Sheets 3 & 4).  BETA2: Clarification provided – issue resolved. 

S2. Revise Drainage “Lot” C and B to “Parcel.” These areas do not meet the definition of a lot (§300-
2). BCG: The drainage lots as defined in Section 300-11.A.(4) have been labelled parcels (Sheets 
3,4,6,8). BETA2: No further comment. 

§300-8 DEFINITIVE PLAN 

S3. Request a waiver from providing all requirements of the Development Plan as detailed in (§300-
8.(1)(c). BETA notes that only houses on parcels directly abutting the Site are depicted. BCG: We 
request a waiver from this section since it is not possible to go onto all adjoining property not owned 
by the applicants and gather the required information. The location of the adjoining houses has been 
taken from the MassGIS website and is shown in order to give the Board and neighbors an idea of 
how the project will interact with their home. Wetlands within 100’ of the site have been flagged 
and confirmed by the Conservation Commission and in some places is on adjoining property. BETA2: 
BETA acknowledges that the applicant does not have access to adjoining properties and defers 
to the preference of the Board. 
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S4. Confirm the existing conditions aerial survey data meets the accuracy requirements of (§300-
8.B.(2)). BCG: The aerial survey meets the accuracy standards outlined. BETA2: Information 
provided – issue resolved. 

S5. Provide the location and ownership information for the Fitzgerald Family Irrevocable Trust parcel 
(§300-8.B.(2(c)). BCG: The noted parcel is not an abutter, but is part of the project and is located 
at the end of Kimberlee Avenue. BETA2: Information provided – issue dismissed. 

S6. Provide the existing widths of Kimberlee Avenue and Bridle Path on the plans (§300-8.B.(2(i)). 
BCG: The existing roadway pavement widths are listed on Sheets 14 & 23. BETA2: Information 
provided – issue resolved. 

S7. Provide the street classification for all roadways (§300-8.B.(2)(n)). BCG: The streets are classified 
as Collector Streets and it is noted as such on Sheets 3-13. BETA2: Information provided – issue 
resolved. 

S8. Extend the roadway profiles to include at least 100 feet of the intersecting roadways (§300-
8.C.(2). Any grade difference of greater than 1% requires a vertical curve (§300-10.D.(4)). BCG: 
The existing end of the roadways have been added to the profile and their existing grades have 
been added with a vertical curve that starts at the property line (Sheets 25 & 29). BETA2: 
Information provided – issue resolved. 

S9. Request waiver from (§300-8.C.(10)). BETA notes that centerline stationing for the roadways has 
been provided and additional staking is not anticipated to be beneficial at this time. BCG: A waiver 
has been requested. BETA2: BETA notes this waiver request appears reasonable and defers to 
the preference of the Board.  

S10. Provide an Environmental Analysis in accordance with (§300-8.D.). BCG: A letter report addressing 
the 6 items required for an EA is attached. BETA2: Analysis provided – issue resolved. 

S11. Provide a separate Form R for each requested waiver (§300-8.G.(2)). BCG: A separate Form R is 
included for each waiver. BETA2: Forms provided – issue resolved.   

§300-9 GENERAL 

S12. At the discretion of the Board, provide a brief description of any Mitigation and Enhancement 

measures implemented (§300-9.B. and C). BCG: We have provided some recommended 
mitigation measures within the VAI Traffic Impact Report. There has also been some discussion at 
the hearing regarding other potential mitigation but no decisions have been made. BETA2: It is 
anticipated that any additional mitigation issues will be discussed by the Board – no further 
comment. 

§300-10 STREETS 

S13. Confirm the current roadway layout and connections to existing roadways match those approved 
by the Board as part of the preliminary submission. BCG: The definitive design matches the 
preliminary plan approved by the Board. BETA2: Information provided – issue resolved. 

S14. As the project roadways meet the definition of a collector, a 32-foot pavement width is proposed; 
however, the existing width of Kimberlee Ave. is 30 feet. BETA notes the Board may require 
physical improvements including widening of the roadways or the removal of cul-de-sacs as a 
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condition of approval. BCG: We will discuss these items with the Board.  BETA2: BETA 
recommends for the Board to discuss how the proposed project roadways will integrate with 
the geometry, widths, and sight distances of the surrounding existing roadways in coordination 
with any proposed traffic calming measures. BETA3: This issue has been discussed extensively 
at previous public hearings – no further comment.     

S15. Provide an earthwork estimate to confirm conformance with §300-10.D.(1). Earth removal of 
greater than 1,000 cubic yards of material requires a special permit by the Board of Appeals (§185-
23). BCG: An earthwork estimate is included for each of the roadways. The project is an import 
design and will require about 27,000 cy of material to be brought in to build the roadways which 
is about 3.7 cy/lf of roadway (see attached). If the site requires a special permit then it will be 
obtained, but it does not appear necessary at this time. BETA2: Information provided – issue 
dismissed.  

S16. The project proposes both cuts and fills of greater than five feet within the right-of-way. Request 
a waiver from §300-10.D.(5) and evaluate the need for subdrains, particularly where groundwater 
flow patterns are anticipated to cross the roadway (e.g. Bridle Path from 10+00 to 18+00). With 
the understanding that significant subsurface investigations have been conducted throughout the 
site, recommend generating a groundwater profile. BCG: Several areas of the site have cuts or fills 
that exceed five feet and a waiver request has been prepared. In those areas where cuts are 
proposed we have added subdrains to the design (Sheets 15-16,22-24). BETA2: Waiver request 
and subdrains provided. Clarify need for subdrains on Kimberlee Avenue from 15+00 to 22+25. 
The profiles appear to indicate no cut in the majority of these areas. Confirm groundwater 
elevations are not anticipated to reach the bottom of the roadway subbase at Bridle Path Sta. 
27+50 – 30+00 and Kimberlee Avenue Ext. approx. Sta. 9+00 – 11+50, 12+00 – 14+00, 22+25 – 
25+75, and at 29+00. BCG2:  The subdrain on Kimberlee Avenue from 15+00 to 22+25 has been 
removed. The estimated high ground water level between 27+50 – 30+0 on Bridle Path is 80” – 
96” below grade (TPs 81-84) and the maximum cut is about 40”. The estimated high ground water 
level between Kimberlee Ave. 9+0 – 11+50 is 4.5’ – 6’ below roadway finished grade (TPs 45, 47, 
& 50). The estimated high ground water level between Kimberlee Ave. 12+0 – 14+0 is 7’ to 11’ 
below roadway finished grade (TPs 11 and D7). The estimated high groundwater level between 
Kimberlee Ave. 22+25 – 25+75 is 3’ below finished grade (TP 25). The estimated high ground water 
level at Kimberlee Ave. 29+0 is 10’ below the roadway finished grade. BETA3: Information 
provided – issue resolved.   

S17. The project is proposed to be constructed in three phases. Clarify the limits of paving for each 
phase and consider providing a temporary binder course connection between Kimberlee Avenue 
and Bridle Path Ext. at all times to ensure adequate emergency access §300-10.E.(2). BCG: A 
notation on the limit of paving for each phase has been added to Sheets 16-17, 20-22. The 
emergency access has been changed to base course of pavement. BETA2: Information provided 
– issue resolved.   

S18. In conjunction with comment S17, clarify if there will be a continuous water loop between 
Kimberlee Avenue and Bridle Path Ext. during all phases of development §300-10.E.(3). BCG: 
Water mains will be looped through the easements on Lots 42 & 51 which will ensure that there 
will be a continuous loop through all phases of construction and will provide flexibility to the DPW 
if maintenance is required once the roadways are completed. BETA2: Information provided – 
issue resolved.  
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S19. Request a waiver from §300-10.E.(4). The dead-end portion of Bridle Path Ext. is less than 400 
feet. BCG: A waiver request form has been submitted. BETA2: BETA notes this waiver request 
appears reasonable and defers to the preference of the Board.   

S20. Revise the curb setting detail to specify an angle between 45° and 60° and a reveal of plus or 
minus ¾” §300-10.H.(2). BCG: The detail has been modified (Sheet 36). BETA2: Detail revised – 
issue resolved.  

S21. At the discretion of the Board and DPW, revise curb reveal and frequency of expansion joints in 
concrete sidewalk to be consistent with MassDOT Standards. BCG: We await the Board’s decision. 
BETA2: Following consultation with the DPW, no revisions to the curb reveal or sidewalk are 
recommended at this time.   

S22. At the discretion of the DPW and Board, consider removing the cul-de-sac where the project 
connects to Kimberlee Avenue. Alternatively, provide an island in the cul-de-sac, similar to that 
on Bridle Path, to facilitate traffic calming. BCG: We will discuss this with the Board. BETA2: BETA 
recommends for the Board to discuss how the proposed project roadways will integrate with 
the geometry, widths, and sight distances of the surrounding existing roadways in coordination 
with any proposed traffic calming measures. BETA3: This issue has been discussed extensively 
at previous public hearings – no further comment.   

S23. Revise the Roadway Cross Section detail to show the 16’ travel lane coinciding with the bottom 
of curb/edge of pavement on the right side. BCG: The detail has been revised in accordance with 
the comment (Sheet 36). BETA2: Detail revised – issue resolved.   

S24. Provide a turning movement showing that a fire truck can adequately access the emergency 
connections between roadways. BCG: A turning movement sketch is enclosed. BETA2: Turning 
movement provided – issue resolved.   

S25. Confirm the proposed geogrid surface for emergency access is rated for H-20 loading and is 
acceptable to the Fire Chief. BCG: The emergency access is now proposed to be paved. BETA2: 
Geogrid removed – issue resolved.   

S26. It is anticipated that the emergency access connections will require plowing. Confirm the DPW 
can incorporate this into their operations and determine if the geogrid is susceptible to plow 
damage. BCG: The paved emergency access connections will be maintained by the Applicant 
during construction and removed prior to acceptance of the roadway by the Town. No 
maintenance is required after they are removed. BETA2: Information provided – issue resolved.   

S27. Provide calculations to demonstrate that proposed vertical curves meet AASHTO stopping sight 
distance (SSD) requirements for a 30 MPH design speed. BCG: Stopping sight distances have been 
added to the vertical curves (Sheets 29-32). BETA2: Revise the calculations to indicate the 
calculated stopping sight distance instead of the passing sight distance. BETA notes that several 
crest vertical curves (e.g. Bridle Path Sta. 7+35, 10+29, and 13+35) do not appear to have the 
required 200 feet of SSD as calculated by AASHTO equation 3-44 (where S>L). Although not it is 
not an official Town regulation, it is desirable to utilize a minimum length of curve of 3 times 
the design speed (MassDOT Project Development & Design Guide pg. 4-43). Lighting is 
anticipated to provide the required sight distance on sag curves; however, the designer should 
evaluate the sags at Bridle Path Sta. 11+67 and Kimberlee Ave. Sta. 1+10 to ensure driver 
comfort and to consider a milder transition. BCG2: The SSD values have been added to the profile 
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sheets. The sag curves at Bridle Path 11+67 and Kimberlee Ave. 1+10 have been modified to a 
milder transition. BETA3: Curvature revised to provide required sight distances and requested 
milder transitions – issue resolved.   

§300-11 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 

S28. In anticipation that the roadways will be accepted by the Town in the future, provide 
documentation on how the stormwater management system will comply with the new MS4 
permit and Charles River TMDL (§300-11.A.(1)). BCG: The referenced regulations require that the 
Town ensure that all new development meets the DEP Stormwater Standards which includes, 
among other standards, an erosion and sedimentation control plan and long- and short-term 
operation and maintenance plans for storm water controls. The Charles River TMDL includes E-
coli, which is due to urban runoff/storm sewers and septic systems and phosphorous which is due 
to . The proposed regulations also require the retention of 1” of runoff volume to be retained on 
site unless 90% TSS and 60% phosphorous removal can be attained. As discussed, the phosphorous 
removal standard is obtained through the existing treatment train In order to determine if 1” of 
runoff volume can be retained tow methods outlined in the Massachusetts Stormwater handbook 
were used. The first is the Static Method which simply determines if the volume in the basin can 
accept the calculated volume. The method was used in Basins C-F. The second method is the Simple 
Dynamic Method and this was used in Basins A-B. The results are outlined in the Stormwater 
Volume Retention Analysis worksheet with back-up data in Appendix B. TSS removal meets the 
current standard of 80% removal, but to reach 90% removal would require the use of treatment 
units, which are not acceptable to the DPW.  Based on the existing regulations the proposed design 
will not require retrofitting to comply with the MS4 standards. BETA2: Calculations provided 
indicating that project will comply with the forthcoming regulations – issue resolved. 

S29. Expand the limits of the watershed analysis area to include off-site contributory areas (§300-
8.A.(1)(d)). Off-site areas to the east are anticipated to flow into the detention basins and catch 
basins. BCG: About a 3/4 acre portion of the rear of the lots on High Ridge Circle has been added to 
the pre- and post-development conditions and the flow rates and volumes have been adjusted 
accordingly in the revised storm water report. BETA2: Watershed limits expanded – issue 
resolved.   

S30. Include notes and details for handling stormwater following placement of binder course.  All 
catchment structures and mitigation features must be fully operational at the time of paving and 
an edge treatment such as curb or temporary berm must be installed. BCG: Notes have been 
added to the pavement notes on Sheet 36 & the Construction Sequence on Sheet 39. BETA2: Notes 
provided – issue resolved.   

S31. The right-of-way access to Drainage Lot C is not of sufficient width to allow replacement of the 
proposed drainage line in the future. Revise the right-of-way to be a minimum of 20 feet or 
provide additional drainage easements (§300-11.A.(6)). BCG: Additional easements have been 
added to Lots 3 and 4 so that the right of way and easement width together measure about 34’ in 
width (Sheets 3 & 14). BETA2: Easements provided – issue resolved.   

S32. Relocate the drainage line within the emergency access easement adjacent to lot 42 to provide a 
sufficient work area for future replacement (§300-11.A.(6)). BCG: An easement has been added to 
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Lot 41 to ensure that there is sufficient work area in the unlikely event of a future replacement 
(Sheet 6 & 17). BETA2: Easement provided – issue resolved.   

S33. Provide a minimum of 10 feet from the toe of basin berms to adjacent property lines (§300-
11.A.(7)(b)). BCG: Dimensions have been added to all basins to demonstrate at least 10’ of setback 
of toe from property lines (Sheets 14, 15, 17, 19, 24). BETA2: Information provided – issue 
resolved.   

S34. Request waiver to allow drainage pipes with cover less than 42” and specify Class V RCP at these 
locations (§300-11.B.(2)(a)). BCG: A waiver has been requested for use in some areas and Class V 
RCP has been specified in those locations (Sheets 25-34). BETA2: Waiver requested and Class V 
pipe provided – issue resolved.   

S35. Provide an additional catch basin between CB 25 and CB 26 on the right side of the roadway so 
the distance does not exceed 300 feet (§300-11.B.(3)(a)). BCG: The profile in that area has been 
modified and CB #23C has been added so that there is not 300’ overland flow (Sheet 19). BETA2: 
Additional catch basin provided – issue resolved.   

S36. Provide catch basins and a manhole within the proposed cul-de-sac (§300-11.B.(3)(a))). BCG: 
Catch basins and a DMH have been added at the cul-de-sac exit (Sheets 19 & 28). BETA2: Required 
structures provided – issue resolved.   

§300-12 UTILITIES 

S37. Relocate the water lines within the emergency access easements to provide a wider work area 
for any future replacement. BCG: Easements have been added to provide a wider work area 
(Sheets 15 & 21). BETA2: Easements provided – issue resolved.   

S38. Coordinate with the DPW to confirm the preferred roadway lighting (lumens, LED, color 
temperature, pole type, etc.). BCG: Town Engineer Mike Maglio supplied spec and it was added to 
Sheet 36 (3/19/2020 email). BETA2: Information provided – issue resolved.   

S39. Revise the hydrant assembly detail to indicate that the hydrant shall be factory painted in Town 
colors. BCG: Note added to detail (Sheet 36). BETA2: Detail revised; however, BETA has been 
informed that the DPW is in the process of selecting a new standard hydrant. As no model has 
been selected yet, revise detail to remove reference to American Darling and replace with 
“Town Standard.” BCG2: The detail has been modified as requested (Sheet 36). BETA3: Detail 
revised – issue resolved. 

S40. Confirm adequate fire supply can be provided for hydrants proposed between elevation 320 and 
330. Residences are also proposed at elevations that are recommended for or require individual 
booster pumps (§300-12.A.(1)(a)). BCG: DPW Director Laurie Ruszala opined that there are no 
known flow issues on High Ridge Circle, which is at higher elevation than proposed project, and 
does not expect there to be any issues for this project (3/20/2020 email). BETA2: Information 
provided – issue resolved.   

S41. Confirm that all electrical, telephone, and cable conduits will be placed underground (§300-
12.C.(1)). BCG: They are shown on plans as such. BETA2: Information provided – issue resolved.    

S42. Provide a streetlight at the intersection of the project roadway and Kimberlee Avenue cul-de-sac 
(§300-12.C.(2)(b)). BCG: A street light has been added to Station 0+80 to illuminate where road 
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will connect to existing roadway and additional lights have been added to illuminate vertical sag 
curves (Sheets 14-23). BETA2: Requested streetlight provided. Also review need for streetlight 
at Bridle Path Sta. 11+67 sag. BCG2: The street light has been moved from 12+0 to 11+67 as 
requested (Sheet 15). BETA2: A new street light has been provided at Bridle Path Sta. 11+67 – 
issue resolved. 

§300-13 OTHER IMPROVEMENTS 

S43. The applicant has requested a waiver from §300-13.A.(1) and proposes a concrete sidewalk on 
one side of the roadway.  BETA notes the Board typically requires the installation of vertical 
granite curb when granting this waiver for sidewalks. The existing Kimberlee Avenue and Bridle 
Path roadways have slant granite curbing and a single bituminous sidewalk. BCG: We have no 
objection and await the Board’s decision. BETA2: BETA recommends for the Board to discuss this 
at the next hearing. BCG2: We have modified the design to show a concrete sidewalk on one side 
and vertical granite curbing (Sheets 14-24, 36). BETA3: Curbing revised – issue resolved.    

S44. Provide continuous sidewalk connections from the proposed project roadways to the existing 
sidewalks on Kimberlee Avenue and Bridle Path. BCG: We will discuss this with the Board. BETA2: 
BETA recommends for the Board to discuss this at the next hearing. BETA3: A continuous 
sidewalk connection to Kimberlee Avenue has been depicted as part of the Conceptual 
Improvement Plans provided by Vannase & Associates Inc. BETA recommends for the Board to 
include applicable conditions of approval for the offsite improvements, including providing the 
continuous sidewalk connections on Kimberlee Avenue and Bridle Path. The designer has 
indicated they are amenable to this condition.      

S45. Coordinate with the DPW to confirm the preferred type of detectable warning. BCG: The DPW 
prefers red (3/20/2020 email). BETA2: Information provided – issue dismissed.    

S46. Provide a wheelchair ramp at the terminus of the sidewalk at the Bridle Path Ext. cul-de-sac. BCG: 
A wheelchair ramp has been added at Station 34+40 (Sheet 19). BETA2: Ramp provided – issue 
resolved.    

S47. Provide a detail for a wheelchair ramp perpendicular to the curb. BCG: A detail has been added 
(Sheet 36). BETA2: Detail provided – issue resolved.    

S48. Provide bounds at the intersections of the project roadways and existing roadways; one sideline 
of Drainage Lot D and Lot 39; and along both sides of drainage easements. BCG: Bounds have been 
added as noted (Sheets 3-7 & 13). BETA2: Bounds provided – issue resolved.    

S49. Provide a detail for the proposed bounds. BCG: A detail has been added (Sheet 37). BETA2: Detail 
provided – issue resolved.    

S50. Provide a schedule for the total number of plantings proposed and revise the Street Tree Planting 
detail to reference the Best Practices Development Guidebook. BCG: The locations of proposed 
trees are shown as well as a notation that outlines the requirements in subdivision regulations 
regarding shade trees. A minimum of 3 trees per lot approximately spaced 50’ apart are on the 
plan (a minimum of 174 trees) and a note has been added to the detail listing the minimum number 
of trees. The notation on the plan view and tree detail requires coordination with the DPW prior 
to planting as to number of species and location and that work shall be done in accordance with 
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the Franklin Best Development Practices Guidebook. (Sheets 14-24 & 36). BETA2: Information 
provided – issue resolved.    

S51. Provide an additional street tree on Lots 6, 12, and 15 (§300-13.E.(1)). BCG: Additional trees added 
(Sheets 15,16,18). BETA2: Additional trees provided – issue resolved.    

S52. Revise the Residential Driveway detail to indicate that aprons between the road and back of 
sidewalk shall be concrete. BCG: The detail has been revised (Sheet 36). BETA2: Detail revised – 
issue resolved.    

S53. Consider relocating the proposed light at Bridle Path STA. 10+68 to the midpoint of the curve. 
BCG: The street light was relocated to Station 10+25 (Sheets 15 & 23). BETA2: Light relocated – 
issue resolved.    

S54. Provide street signs (§300-13.F(1)). BCG: Street sign is shown at intersection of Kimberlee Ave and 
Bridle Path and at new entrances (Sheets 14,19,24). BETA2: Street signs provided – issue 
resolved.    

S55. At the discretion of the Board, provide “Private Way” signs until the roadway is accepted (§300-
13.F(3)). BCG: We will discuss this with the Board. BETA2: BETA defers to the preference of the 
Board on this issue.     

§300-14 OTHER REQUIREMENTS 

S56. At the discretion of the Planning Board provide open spaces (parks/playgrounds) (§300-14.A.). 
BCG: We will discuss with Board. BETA2: BETA defers to the preference of the Board on this issue.    

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 
The project proposes a closed drainage system consisting of catch basin to manhole connections within 
the proposed roadway. Runoff from the system discharges to a series of infiltration basins designed to 
attenuate flows. 

Best Development Practices Guidebook  

The project has been designed to meet portions of the stormwater management requirements of the 
BDPG (i.e. peak development discharge and volume rates).  Further discussion on these topics, along with 
sedimentation and erosion control, is provided in the Massachusetts Stormwater Management Standards 
section below.  

GENERAL  

SW1. Provide an intermediate DMH with drop to reduce scour potential for drainage lines with steep 
slopes (DMH 34 to DMH 7A and DMH 33 to DMH 10). BCG: Additional manholes have been added 
as requested to decrease the velocity below 10 ft/sec (Sheet 34). BETA2: Additional manholes 
provided – issue resolved.    

SW2. Review configuration of proposed drainage lines and manholes. DMHs 6, 13, 15, 17, 23, and 31 
may require alternate layouts or larger structures to accommodate the proposed pipes. BCG: A 
notation has been added the DMH detail on Sheet 37 alerting contractor that structure width 
might be more than 4’ and to provide shop drawings to engineer for review. BETA2: Note provided 
– issue resolved.    
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SW3. In coordination with the DPW widen top of basin berms, as necessary, to allow for adequate 
maintenance access (10’ minimum recommended). BCG: The tops of berms have been widened to 
10’ (Sheets 14, 15, 17 ,19, 24). BETA2: Berms widened – issue resolved.   

SW4. Extend overflow rip rap to bottom of slope at drainage basins. BCG: Overflow rip-rap has been 
extended to the toe of basins (Sheets 14, 15, 17 ,19, 24). BETA2: Rip-rap extended – issue 
resolved.    

SW5. Recommend eliminating reverse flow condition from CB1B to DMH1 to HW1. BCG: DMH#1 has 
been relocated to eliminate reverse flow condition (Sheet 14). BETA2: DMH relocated – issue 
resolved.    

SW6. Revise rip rap from outlet C2 to remain entirely within the drainage parcel. BCG: Parcel C has been 
revised so that rip-rap is entirely within lot (Sheet 14). BETA2: Parcel revised – issue resolved.    

SW7. The stormwater basins on Lot D and Lot E do not propose any clearing of the existing vegetation. 
There is a concern that regular inundation could impact the viability of the trees and create a 
maintenance issue for the Town in the future. BCG: We have successfully used this type of design 
on other projects and have not observed any issues. That being said we recommend that a 
condition be included in the decision that would require the Developer to remove trees within the 
basin and replace with a bioretention mix if the trees show evidence of deterioration. BETA2: BETA 
recommends the Board include this in any future decision.     

MASSACHUSETTS STORMWATER MANAGEMENT STANDARDS: 

The proposed development will disturb greater than one acre; therefore, the project is subject to Chapter 
153: Stormwater Management of the Town of Franklin Bylaws and MassDEP Stormwater Management 
Standards.  

No untreated stormwater (Standard Number 1): No new stormwater conveyances (e.g., outfalls) may 
discharge untreated stormwater directly to or cause erosion in wetlands or waters of the Commonwealth.   

The project does not propose any new untreated discharges to wetlands. Discharges from several 
proposed stormwater basins are within or near to wetland buffer zones; however, rip rap aprons are 
proposed to mitigate erosion potential.  

Post-development peak discharge rates (Standard Number 2): Stormwater management systems must 
be designed so that post-development peak discharge rates do not exceed pre-development peak 
discharge rates.   

The project proposes to attenuate post-development peak discharge rates and volumes through the use 
of several infiltration basins. Stormwater will be conveyed to these basins via catch basin to manhole 
connections.  

SW8. Provide subarea quantifying the pre- and post-development impact on the isolated vegetated 
wetland (G-Series). BCG: There is no requirement in the subdivision regulations, wetland 
regulations or Wetlands Protection Act to balance pre- and post-development impacts on isolated 
wetlands. The subdivision regulations are the most restrictive and they regulate runoff to off-site 
wetlands. That being said it is intuitively obvious that the post-development runoff to the wetland 
is less than the pre-development since the area contributing to the isolated wetland is being 
reduced by the construction of Bridle Path which will intercept runoff from the east and the Lot 42 
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emergency access driveway which will direct runoff from the south toward Kimberlee Avenue. 
BETA2: Information provided – issue dismissed.     

SW9. Verify lengths of existing/proposed flow paths. Lengths used in HydroCAD calculations do not 
appear to match lengths depicted on the watershed plans. BCG: The Tc paths were reviewed and 
the Subarea DG & DJ paths were revised. BETA2: Clarify revisions. Review of the watershed plans 
and HydroCAD calculations does not appear to show any changes from original submission. 
BCG2: The Tc values were modified such that the Tc for Subarea DG went from 27.3 min to 25.8 
min and for Subarea DJ it went from 13.5 to 16.6 min. BETA3: Clarification provided – issue 
resolved.      

SW10. Clarify if there will be any substantial grading on the residential lots that will affect catchment 
areas and flow paths. BCG: Since we will not know how each lot is graded we have made some 
assumptions on how the construction of the lots and houses will effect the flow paths. That is why 
in some cases the flow path doesn’t hit the existing contours on a perpendicular – we are 
estimating how the grading will impact the topography. BETA2: Information provided. BETA 
notes that final grading will need to be confirmed during construction to ensure that there are 
no adverse stormwater impacts to adjacent residences.     

SW11. Review the flow paths for Subareas DB and DE. As depicted, the flow paths do not follow the 

contours in these areas. BCG: As depicted, the flow paths do not follow the contours in these areas. 
See response to SW10. BETA2: Information provided – issue dismissed.     

SW12. Revise sizing calculations for CB #38B to match the 12” section size proposed in the plans. BCG: 
The closed drain system worksheet has been revised to reflect changes in the design. BETA2: 
Calculation revised – issue resolved.     

SW13. Revise slope of the drainage lines to maintain a self-cleaning velocity of 3 ft/s during full flow 
conditions.  Lines such as those between CB#23B and DMH#23 have flat slopes, resulting in low 
velocity and inadequate capacity. BCG: We have reviewed the closed drain system and adjusted 
the slopes to provide a minimum slope of 0.005 and where possible achieve at least 2.5 ft/sec, 
which is the Town standard. In some areas, due to the very low flow the velocity is below 2.5 fps 
for a full flow condition. All pipes continue to have adequate capacity even when flowing under 
pressure. HGLs are provided on the worksheet to show that under the design condition the water 
height does not reach rim elevations. BETA2: Evaluate proposed slopes at structures DMHs 5, 21, 
38, and 39 and CBs 39A, 39B, which are all 0.003 or flatter. Also, although the Town does not 
have a written policy regarding the HGL, the DPW has indicated they generally follow the 
MassDOT policy of providing a minimum desired 2-foot separation from the rim to the HGL. 
Evaluate pipe capacities/HGLs at DMHs 1, 38, and 39 and CBs 17 and 39B. BCG2: The following 
table shows the data for the requested structures. Due to the topography and limitations on 
cuts/fills and roadway grades it would require significant filling in the area of DMHs 17 and 21 to 
meet the 2’ separation. Due to the need to meet the existing grade at the end of Bridle Path and 
the elevation of Retention Basin E it is not possible to have 2’ separation for DMH 38 and CBs 30A-
C. The low flows at CB 17A&39A result in low velocities even though the slopes are greater than 
0.005. While I respect BETA’s opinion, it is my professional opinion that the design meets generally 
accepted engineering standards considering the site and regulatory constraints. BETA3: Pipe 
slopes revised to provided self-cleaning velocities – issue resolved.  
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SW14. If available, provide hydraulic profiles for the closed drainage systems. BCG: Hydraulic grade lines 
are provided in the closed drain system worksheet for each structure. BETA2: Information 
provided – issue dismissed.      

SW15. Review calculated flows and provide additional catchment as necessary for catch basins with flow 
rates that will exceed grate capacities. BETA notes calculated flows to catch basins such as 8B, 
23B, 27B, 30B, and 34B are as high as 7.4 cfs. BCG: Several catch basin grates/inlets have been 
doubled in order to capture more runoff. The catch basins are: 8B, 23B, 27B, 30B, 31B, 32B, 33B, 
34B and 39B (Sheets 15, 19-24). BETA2: Double-grate catch basins provided. Recommend 
providing additional catchment in proximity to CBs 8B, 27B, and 39B, which are anticipated to 
have undesirable flow spreads reaching/exceeding the crown of the roadway for the design 
storm event. BCG2: Double CB 8C has been added at Kimberlee Ave station 12+0 and double CB 
39C has been added at Bridle Path station 0+40 in order to ensure that the spread at the low points 
does not exceed the crown. It is not necessary at CB27B since the spread does not reach the crown 
of the roadway. BETA3: Additional catchment provided, where required – issue resolved.     

SW16. Remove exfiltration component from the area of the sediment forebays. BCG: The sediment 
forebay is an integral in-line part of the basin and is required to dewater within 72 hours along 
with the basin. There is infiltration happening in the forebay. I have never seen this comment from 
any other engineer in the 15 years the DEP Stormwater Standards have been in effect and while I 
respect the BETA opinion, I believe that it is their opinion and not a requirement of the regulations 
to remove that element of the design. I will also point out that it was not a requirement on the 
Maple Preserve project that was recently done and reviewed. BETA2: Following discussion, BETA 
notes that removing the exfiltration component from the basins is unlikely to alter the results 
of the analysis and may generate modeling issues – issue dismissed.       

SW17. Recommend revising outlet control structures to eliminate or minimize flows over the overflow 
weir (typically reserved for emergency overflows). Basin B will have greater than 10 cfs directed 
to the overflow weir during the 10-year storm. If flow cannot be eliminated, provide substantial 
erosion control protection and size rip rap accordingly. BCG: We looked at modifying the outfall 
structure but due to the limited area and inlet flow rate we need the higher capacity supplied by 
a weir. The proposed design was checked using the Isbash formula and the 6-12” stone on the rip-
rap matte is significantly higher than required in order to retain slope stability. BETA2: 
Information provided. At the discretion of the designer, consider expanding the footprint of this 
basin to the north and south (while maintaining the required 20’ high water offset to property 
lines) to provide additional stormwater mitigation. BCG2: The basin has been expanded to the 
north to the maximum extent allowed while still maintaining 10’ setback from property line (Sheet 
15) and storm water calculations revised to reflect increased volume. BETA3: Basin expanded and 
calculation revised – issue resolved.       

SW18. Given the soils with rapid infiltration rates in the area of the proposed drainage basin on Lot E and 
the location of the overflow at the rear of a residential property, recommend expanding the basin 
area to fully attenuate the 100-year storm. BCG: We have modified the basin to accommodate the 
full 100-year storm by raising the berm elevation (Sheets 24 & 34). BETA2: Basin expanded to fully 
retain the 100-year design storm. Confirm the area of the 298 contour in the HydroCAD 
calculations, which appears to be approximately 2,000 sq. ft. larger than depicted on the plans. 
BCG2: The basin has been modified by excavating a portion of the site to the 292’ contour in order 
to ameliorate the potential for surcharging from CBs 39A & B. This allowed us to use the SAND 
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Rawls rate between contours 292’ – 296’ while retaining the SL Rawls rate for the rest of the basin. 
This modification allows the basin to retain the entire 100-year storm with at least 1’ of freeboard. 
BETA3: Design revised – issue resolved.        

SW19. The design includes an assumed impervious area for each residential lot. If the impervious 
footprint of homes and driveways varies substantially, additional mitigation may be required, such 
as recharge systems for roof areas on each lot. BCG: A note has been added to Sheet 1 listing the 
assumptions and requiring a roof runoff recharge system if the estimated impervious values are 
exceeded. BETA2: Note provided – issue resolved.       

SW20. Revise design of Basin B to provide approximately 1’ of freeboard above the 100-year storm 
elevation. BCG: The basin berm has been increased to 296.4’, which is 1’ above the estimated 100-
year event level of 295.4’ (Sheet 15 & 33). BETA2: Requested freeboard provided – issue resolved. 

SW20A.  Review “Developed Conditions” runoff rate and volumes depicted on Table 2. Wetland E design 
point appears to show the “Existing Conditions” calculations. BCG2: The table has been 
modified to reflect the changes n the Tc for Subareas DG and DJ and the changes in Basins B, D, 
E, & F. BETA3: Table revised – issue resolved.      

Recharge to groundwater (Standard Number 3): Loss of annual recharge to groundwater should be 
minimized through the use of infiltration measures to maximum extent practicable. 

NRCS soil maps indicate the presence of Montauk fine sandy loam with a Hydrologic Soil Group (HSG) 
rating of C (low infiltration potential), Hollis-Rock outcrop-Charlton complex with HSG D (very low 
infiltration potential), and Charlton fine sandy loam with HSG B (moderate infiltration potential). A limited 
area in the south of the Site is listed as Charlton-Hollis-Rock outcrop complex and has an unrated HSG.  
 
Calculations indicate the project will provide a recharge volume in excess of that required. All BMPs are 
shown to drain within 72 hours.  
 
SW21. Correct recharge volume provided by Basin F to match the volume below 281.6’ as depicted in 

the HydroCAD model. BCG: Basin F has been relocated and redesigned and new data included in 
the storm water calculations. BETA2: Information provided – issue resolved.       

SW22. Exfiltration rates associated with the stormwater basins proposed on Lot D and Lot E are based 
upon the “C” layer soil documented in the test pits. It is anticipated that this rate will not be 
attained as there is a significant restrictive layer above consisting of sandy loam. Revise 
exfiltration rate or basin design for consistency. BCG: The infiltration rates for Basins D & E have 
been adjusted to SANDY LOAM and the revised data is in Appendices A & B and Sheets 24, 33 
&34. BETA2: Rates revised – issue resolved.       

SW23. Revise infiltration rates used in drawdown calculations to match any revisions to the HydroCAD 
model. BCG: The infiltration rate for Basin F was set to zero for the inflow/outflow analysis even 
though the soil evaluations found it to be a Sandy Loam. This was because we want to be 
conservative and could not obtain additional soil tests due to the shutdown. The drawdown 
analysis also used a Sandy Loam to confirm dewatering within 72 hours. BETA2: Sandy loam was 
recorded on the soil logs for test pits 73, 74, and D-13; however, the sieve analysis from D-13 
indicated the presence of a silt loam. In consideration that there is limited data over the surface 
of the proposed basin the designer should consider the use of silt loam for the dewatering 
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calculations or implementing a slow drain to ensure the basin can empty. Also, the provided 
drawdown calculations are based on the required recharge volume and not the total storage 
volume. As noted in the stormwater handbook (Volume 3, Ch. 1, pg. 25, footnote 21) the storage 
volume of the structure must be used in the calculations. BETA notes that in consideration that 
Basins D and E have very flat side slopes, the entire footprint of the basin is appropriate to use 
in the calculations. It is BETA’s opinion that it is more desirable to fully attenuate the 100-year 
storm event and eliminate overflow to adjacent residences vs. fully draining the pond provided 
that at least the 10-year storm for Basins D and E can be fully infiltrated in 72 hours.  BCG2: Test 
Pit D-13 is over 100’ from Basin F so we will continue to use TPs 73 & 74 which were done within 
the area of the basin in conformance with Standard 3 of the DEP Stormwater Standards and were 
witnessed by the Franklin Board of Health Consultant. A drawdown analysis was done for the 100-
year storm event for all basins and the result is attached. Retention Basin D does not meet the 72 
hour standard if the 294’ elevation was used. However, if the 295’ elevation was used then the 
drawdown is within 27 hours. As a further review the 10-year storm was analyzed for Basin D using 
the 294’ elevation and the drawdown was accomplished within 38 hours. BETA3: Information 
provided – issue resolved.  

SW24. Provide an additional test pit at the rear of the stormwater basin proposed on Lot F to confirm 
the groundwater elevation is a minimum of 2 feet below the bottom of the basin (EL= 280.00). 
Test pit D-14 indicates estimated seasonal high groundwater at 280.3. BCG: See response to SW23 
comment. BETA2: Information provided – issue dismissed.       

SW25. Based upon Test pits D-12 and D-14, the estimated season high groundwater is 277.5 in detention 
basin A and 280.3 in detention basin F, respectively. Revise mounding calculations for consistency 
with test pit information. As an alternative, consider running a secondary HydroCAD analysis with 
the exfiltration components removed (basins A and F only). If peak flow rates can be attenuated, 
a mounding analysis is not necessary. BCG: The calculations for Basin A have been revised to reflect 
the higher ground water and Basin F does not have an infiltration component. BETA2: Calculation 
revised – issue resolved.   

SW25A. Provide confirmation that the required setbacks outlined in the Stormwater Handbook for 
infiltration structures have been provided for wells and septic systems on adjacent residences. 
BCG2: The Franklin Board of Health provided information of the lots on Kimberlee Avenue and 
Madison Avenue that are near Basins C, D, & E. Retention Basin D grading was slightly modified 
on the west side to ensure that the 100-year storm water lateral limit is 100’ from the existing 
septic system at 35 Kimberlee Avenue. The septic system at 36 Kimberlee Avenue meets the 50’ 
setback requirement from a septic system. The private well is 93’ from the 100-year flood 
elevation, but it is an irrigation well. The DEP standards do not distinguish between irrigation and 
domestic wells. Title 5 does differentiate in that irrigation wells require as 25’ setback from a 
septic system and domestic wells require a 100’ setback. The irrigation well is only 85’ from the 
home’s septic leaching field. All of the systems on Madison Avenue meet the 50’ setback 
requirement. There are no wells on Bridle Path and the residences are on sewer. BETA3: 
Information provided – issue resolved.     

80% TSS Removal (Standard Number 4): For new development, stormwater management systems must 
be designed to remove 80% of the annual load of Total Suspended Solids. 
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The project proposes to direct runoff from the roadway and surrounding lawns through a closed drainage 
system. The system discharges into several infiltration basins with sediment forebays for pretreatment. A 
Stormceptor water quality unit is proposed in place of a sediment forebay for Basin E. The proposed BMPs 
will treat a water quality volume that exceeds that of the proposed impervious increase and will provide 
the minimum required 80% TSS removal.  

SW26. Provide confirmation the DPW is willing to maintain the proprietary stormwater unit, otherwise, 
replace with a standard DMH and add a sediment forebay to Basin E. BCG: The Stormceptors have 
been replaced with standard DMHs and sediment forebays (Sheets 14 & 24). BETA2: Stormceptor 
removed – issue resolved.       

Higher Potential Pollutant Loads (Standard Number 5): Stormwater discharges from Land Uses with 
Higher Potential Pollutant Loads require the use of specific stormwater management BMPs.  

The project does not propose any land uses with Higher Potential Pollutant Loads – not applicable. 

Critical Areas (Standard Number 6): Stormwater discharges to critical areas must utilize certain 
stormwater management BMPs approved for critical areas.  

The project does not propose discharges to critical areas – not applicable.  

Redevelopment (Standard Number 7): Redevelopment of previously developed sites must meet the 
Stormwater Management Standards to the maximum extent practicable.   

The project does not meet the definition of a redevelopment – not applicable. 

Construction Period Erosion and Sediment Controls (Standard Number 8): Erosion and sediment controls 
must be implemented to prevent impacts during construction or land disturbance activities.  

The project as currently depicted will disturb in excess of one acre of land; therefore, a Notice of Intent 
with EPA and a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) are required. The project proposes the use 
of erosion control barrier (silt sock) and catch basin inlet protection. A draft SWPPP was provided as part 
of the Stormwater Management Report.  

SW27. In consideration of the rolling topography of the Site and soils associated with high runoff 
potential, expand the proposed perimeter controls to include the entire downgradient perimeter 
of the limits of clearing. BCG: We don’t agree that placing erosion controls along the downgradient 
perimeter is necessary for the roadway construction phase. There is approximately 200’ of woods 
between the limit of clearing and the property line which is more than adequate to ensure that 
siltation does not impact off-site areas. As the lots are cleared erosion control will be used and we 
have shown that in a conceptual manner along with a notation to that effect (Sheet 39). BETA2: 
Adequate notation provided – issue resolved.       

SW28. Revise the stabilized construction entrance at Bridle Path to be a minimum of 50’ in length. BCG: 
Revised as requested (Sheet 39). BETA2: Entrance revised – issue resolved.       

SW29. Although it is understood that the contractor will ultimately be responsible for the means and 
methods to comply with the SWPPP, it is recommended to provide typical locations for required 
temporary sediment basins. Also, notes should be provided to prohibit the use of proposed 
stormwater basins as construction period sedimentation basins. BCG: The location of potential 
sediment basins has been added to the SWPPP and a note prohibiting the use of storm water 
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basins from being used as sediment basins has also been added (Sheet 39). BETA2: Information 
provided – issue resolved.       

SW30. Depict the limits of each construction phase, as shown on the Index and Phasing Plan, on the 
SWPPP. BCG: Modified as requested (Sheet 39). BETA2: Information provided – issue resolved.       

SW31. Recommend depicting the limits of tree clearing for the residential lots and typical associated 
erosion controls. BCG: The location of conceptual erosion control layout on each lot has been 
added to the SWPPP along with a note requiring controls on each lot as constructed (Sheet 39). 
BETA2: Typical clearing limits provided – issue resolved.       

Operations/maintenance plan (Standard Number 9): A Long-Term Operation and Maintenance Plan shall 
be developed and implemented to ensure that stormwater management systems function as designed.  

A Long-Term Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Plan was included as part of the Stormwater 
Management Report. 

SW32. Provide maintenance/inspection requirements for sediment forebays and outlet control 
structures. BCG: Modified as requested (Appendix C Storm Water Report). BETA2: Plan revised – 
issue resolved.       

SW33. Provide a plan showing the location of all stormwater BMPs for use by operation and maintenance 
personnel. BCG: The plan shall be the definitive plan Sheets 14-24 since preparing a single sheet 
identifying 150’+/- storm water structures would be unreadable. BETA2: Reference to definitive 
plan provided. Indicate latest revision dates on final plan.       

Illicit Discharges (Standard Number 10): All illicit discharges to the stormwater management systems are 
prohibited. 

An Illicit Discharge Compliance Statement was provided. 

If we can be of any further assistance regarding this matter, please contact us at our office. 

 
Very truly yours, 
BETA Group, Inc. 

        
Matthew J. Crowley, PE   Stephen Borgatti  
Project Manager   Staff Engineer 

 

cc:  Amy Love, Town Planner 
 Jennifer Delmore, Conservation Agent 
 
Job No: 4830 - 52 
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MEMORANDUM 

 

DATE: December 2, 2020  

TO:  Franklin Planning Board 

FROM: Department of Planning and Community Development 

RE:  Maple Hill 

  Definitive Subdivision Plan 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Correspondence submitted for this Hearing: 

1. Applicants Off Site Traffic Mitigation Proposal 

2. Chat log from the October 5 Planning Board meeting 

3. Revised Subdivision plans to address DPW and BETA comments 

4. Phase Plan (Sheet 2) separately 

5. Comments from BETA and DPW 

 

Waiver Requests: 

 §300.13.A.(1) - Sidewalks. Location: To allow a sidewalk on one side allowed 

where sidewalks are required on both sides of the road. 

 §300.11.B.(2) – Waiving the requirement that pipes maintain 42’ cover in some areas 

 §300.8.A.(1)(c) – Not require a new alternative development plan 

 §300.8.C.(10) – Setting stakes every 100’ for sideline and sidewalks 

 §300.10.D.(5) – Waiving the requirement that cuts/fills be no more than 5’ in some 

areas 

 §300.10.E.(4) – Waiving the requirement that a dead-end be no less than 400’ long 

 

 

 

DPCD Comments: 

1. Applicant has submitted a phase development plan.  The Planning Board should 

determine if they will allow the road way to be constructed in phases. 

2. The Applicant has provided an off-site traffic improvements with details on when the 

improvements will be made.  The Board should determine if they are satisfied with the 

timelines provided. 

3. Town Water shall require a By-Law Amendment from the Town Council.  Each lot will 

have individual septic systems.  

4. Applicant has provided an extension until December 15, 2020 

 

F R A N K L I N  P L A N N I N G  &  C O M M U N I T Y  D E V E L O P M E N T  
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FRANKLIN, MA  02038-1352 
TELEPHONE: 508-520-4907 

FAX: 508-520-4906 



Recommended Special Conditions: 

1. The Applicant’s proposed off-site Traffic Mitigation shall be included in the decision, as 

written in the memo dated December 2, 2020. 

2. Phasing – The Planning Board agrees to the construction of the project be done in 3 

phases, as shown on sheet 2 and attached to this document.   

3. The Street name and Street numbers will require approval from the Department of Public 

Works. 

 

 

 

Standard Conditions 
 

1. The subdivision shall be built in accordance with the Subdivision Rules and Regulations (Chapter 

300, SUBDIVISION OF LAND) of the Town of Franklin, except as stated otherwise in this 

Certificate of Vote.  The approval of said plan shall not be construed to be an acceptance or 
dedication of any way shown on said plan. In the event the Town must perform any service, 

maintenance and/or repair in an emergency, the Town shall not be held responsible for any damage to 

any property and shall be reimbursed fully by the owner/applicant for any such work performed.  

The Planning Board will use outside consultant services for inspection of all construction of ways and 

the installation of water, drainage, erosion control systems, landscaping, sidewalks, and 

appurtenances thereto. The owner/applicant shall pay for the Inspector's time and any tests through an 
Inspector fee The Construction Inspector fee is due before or at the time of the pre-construction 

meeting.  Inspections are further outlined in condition #10.   

2. The owner/applicant shall deliver to the Board, for review and approval by the Board and by Town 

Attorney, easements granting the Town, its agents and personnel, the right to enter the premises 
within such easements for the purposes of inspecting, maintaining, and/or making emergency repairs 

to the ways and municipal facilities and utilities, including, but not limited to, water, drainage, and 

electricity. Said easements shall be approved and delivered to the Town, as set forth above, prior to 
the endorsement of the definitive subdivision plan sheets. 

3. No alteration of these plans shall be made or affected other that by an affirmative vote of the 

members of the Board at a duly posted meeting and upon the issuance of a written amended decision.  

4. All applicable laws, by-laws, rules, regulations, and codes shall be complied with, and all necessary 
permits and approvals shall be obtained by the owner/applicant. 

5. Prior to the endorsement of the definitive plan, the following shall be done: 

 The owner/applicant shall make a notation on the plans, which references the conditions 

and dates of this Certificate of Vote. 

 A notation shall be made on the plans that all erosion mitigation measures shall be in place prior 

to major road construction commencing on the site. 

 All outstanding invoices for services rendered by the Town's Engineers and other reviewing 

Departments of the Town relative to their review of the owner/applicant's application and plans 

shall have been paid in full. 

 The owner/applicant shall submit the approved version of the plan on a CD, in AutoCAD (or 



compatible software), to the Department of Public Works for review and approval. A transmittal 

letter from the Department of Public Works verifying receipt of such information and compliance 
with Department of Public Works standards shall be submitted to the Planning Board. Failure to 

submit such information to the Department of Public Works and obtain the compliance letter shall 

be cause for the Planning Board to rescind approval or not to endorse said plans. 

6. Prior to endorsement of its approval of said plan, the owner/applicant shall agree to complete, without 
cost to the Town, all improvements required by the Town and shall provide security that he will do 

so, either by covenanting not to sell or build upon any lots until completion of the improvements 

(which covenant must be referred to on the plan and registered or recorded with it) or by posting bond 
or other security which the Town can utilize in the event that the improvements are not completed 

within two years or by some combination of these.  

7. Prior to any work commencing on the subject property, the following conditions shall be met: 

 The owner/applicant shall provide plans to limit construction debris and materials on the site. In 

the event that debris is carried onto any public way, the owner/applicant and his assigns shall be 

responsible for all cleanup of the roadway. All cleanups shall occur within twenty-four (24) hours 

after first written notification to the owner/applicant by the Board or its designee. Failure to 

complete such cleanup may result in suspension of construction of the subdivision until such 
public way is clear of debris.  

 The owner/applicant shall submit to the Board two (2) complete prints of the recorded plan, and 

three fifty-percent (50%) reduced prints.  One copy of each of the above shall also be submitted 

to the Town Clerk. 

8. The owner/applicant shall supply erosion control devices as necessary and as directed by the Town's 

Construction Inspector and Conservation Agent. 

9. All roadways, utility, and other improvements within the subdivision shall be built within four (4) 
years of the date of plan approval per §300-8H(8).   

10. Prior to construction activities, there shall be a pre-construction meeting with the 

owner/applicant, and his contractor(s), the Department of Public Works and the Planning 

Board’s Construction Inspector.  Actual and reasonable costs of inspection consulting services 

shall be paid by the applicant before or at the time of the pre-construction meeting.  Should 

additional inspections be required beyond the original scope of work, the applicant shall be 

required to submit fees prior to the issuance of a Final Certificate of Completion by the 
Planning Board.   

11. Approval of this Definitive Subdivision Plan is subject to the rules and regulations and approvals of 

the Conservation Commission, Board of Health, Police Department, Fire Department, and 

Department of Public Works. 

12. The drainage system must be in working condition prior to the issuance of lot releases for each phase 

of the project. 





























Chat Messages for October 5, 2020 Planning Board Meeting 

 Jen Williams40:26 

hard to hear you Tony and can whoever is controlling this mute others in 
the audience who are not speaking? 

 Michael Doherty40:29 

are other people having difficulty hearing the chairman? 

 Jen Williams01:02:26 

Tony it is hard to hear you again... 

 Marc's iPad01:27:29 

https://www.amazon.com/Jabra-Wireless-Bluetooth-Softphone-
Packaging/dp/B00AQUO5RI 

 Kerry Campbell’s iPhone01:40:22 

striping on the road is not a minor detail if it pertains to a side street 

 Rebecca01:41:42 

what about the existing portion of Bridle Path that has slanted granite and 
one sidewalk? 

 Maegan Schlitzer01:43:02 

Will the homeowners be responsible for maintaining these new 
roundabouts? 

 Stephen Comeau01:45:59 



The hill between 33 & 44 has a blind curve - what will be the size of the 
median? I have never seen a round-about within a neighborhood like 
ours. 

 Marc's iPad01:49:43 

how do flush medians and roundabouts serve to calm traffic? 

 Rebecca01:49:52 

he did not address my question about the current slanted granite curb 
and one sidewalk on the existing portion of Bridle Path... 

 Kerry Campbell’s iPhone01:51:29 

what is the point of having a roundabout if you can drive right over it? 

 Marc's iPad01:52:01 

in exchange for vertical granite, they would waive the requirement of a 
2nd sidewalk. 

 Michael Itani01:52:37 

the contractor referred to this as an “urban” mini roundabout. This is a 
suburban neighborhood. they’ll do nothing to slow down the traffic in the 
neighborhood. if anyone wants to speed, they’ll slow down for a moment 
at the roundabout and immediately speed up. 

 Kerry Campbell’s iPhone01:53:01 

They aren’t used in neighborhoods. That statement was already made. 

 Kerry Campbell’s iPhone01:53:11 

This will be the first of its kind. 

 Kerry Campbell’s iPhone01:54:37 



Can we also get some additional detail on whether Bridle Path will be 
lined? 

 Marc's iPad01:55:10 

Was there any consideration of 3-way stops? 

 Michael Itani01:57:37 

roundabouts are used to keep traffic flowing. There is very little traffic 
coming from the cul-d-sacs to warrant the need of these extreme 
measures. 

 Emily Ellis01:59:50 

There is a fire hydrant on Surrey very close to Bridle Path. Will the island 
coming onto Surrey restrict access to that hydrant in the event of an 
emergency and how much time will be taken away from emergency 
vehicles having to get from one end of Bridle Path to the next? 

 Marc's iPad02:00:12 

the through traffic is the issue, not the cul-de-sacs. 

 Kerry Campbell’s iPhone02:03:02 

Exactly. If the through traffic is the issue, it should be stop signs, not 
roundabouts. If you want traffic to keep moving, you install roundabouts. 
When you want them to slow down or stop, you install stop signs. 

 Keith02:04:29 

How will the end of Franklin Springs Rd be impacted? 

 Paul Irvine02:09:41 

When would Bridle Path get paved... after 58 homes are buiulty and 
sold? 



 Michael Itani02:11:21 

it’ll probably get paved sometime after Lincoln street is paved, so 2035. 

 Leon02:12:02 

looks like 22 houses in phase 1 

 Marc's iPad02:16:07 

so is Lincoln street going to left in it’s current horrible state for the next 15 
years? 

 Kerry Campbell’s iPhone02:18:59 

Shouldn’t you know where they are if they were suggested as a measure. 

 Chris Peterson02:19:55 

Bryan, Can you let them know that The Norfolk roundabout has a raised 
island in the middle. 

 Kerry Campbell’s iPhone02:23:15 

If you cant find one, how does the Town Engineer know they are effective 
in residential areas. I would hope that would be a primary consideration 
when conducting research. 

 Lechter 35 Kimberlee02:24:49 

if this had a raised piece in the middle that would help more than simple 
pavement you can drive straight over 

 Marc's iPad02:25:01 

the Norfolk roundabouts are ringed by cobblestones as well. 



 Stephen Comeau02:26:03 

and they are not in a residential area 

 Lincoln02:29:05 

Based on Mr. Buckley's statement, the contractor's trucks can destroy 
Bridle Path's chip seal and not have to pay to replace the damage? 

 Kerry Campbell’s iPhone02:32:12 

But you stated the roundabouts are not part of current regulations.’ 

 Kerry Campbell’s iPhone02:33:04 

But these roundabouts have not been built before, so maybe another 
opinion would be a worthy effort. 

 Jane Hanson02:33:44 

Did I understand this correctly?... The traffic calming measures, to help 
insure the safety of so many children during this process, will not be 
completed for 8-10 years?? 

 Dave Snyder02:41:04 

how long will construction vehicles be using Bridle Path before it is 
repacked? 

 Emily Ellis02:41:25 

So if they have to put the roundabouts in why don't they do it at the 
beginning of construction? 

 Michael Doherty02:41:42 

Two points 1. What about the curve on Bridle Path, is that non-complaint 
too? ; 2. we should oppose phasing to avoid 12 years of construction . 



 Brian Kane02:45:52 

Are you taking into consideration the building materials for all the homes 
including cement trucks for foundations? ot just soild and stone? 

 Dave Snyder02:47:35 

these comments assume the tractor trucks will be extended over 10 
years - is that accurate? seems more likely they would be more heavy 
during certain times. 

 Bryan Taberner03:02:45 
I apologize to all of you that did not get to speak. I count four of you. Any 
comments provided through Chat will be included in the next Planning 
Board agenda packet. 
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